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2ABSTRACT
The design and evaluation of manufacturing system design is the subject of this paper. Though much
attention has been given to the design of manufacturing systems, in practice most efforts still remain
empirically-based.  Numerous idioms have been used in the attempt to describe the operation of
manufacturing systems.  When a company tries to become "lean" or wants to increase the production and
become more efficient, the company will start to introduce numerous concepts developed by Toyota and
others.  The problem is that a company does not know the order in which to implement the lean changes
or why they should implement what they are implementing.  This approach greatly slows manufacturing
improvements when complementary or contradictive concepts are introduced on an ad-hoc basis.  In this
paper, a sequence of implementation steps will be developed through the application of axiomatic design.
This sequence will provide a design methodology for lean production which connects manufacturing
system design objectives to operation design parameters.  This paper will use the methodology developed
to improve manufacturing processes in two different companies.
Keywords:  Manufacturing systems; Design Theory, Lean Manufacturing; Process Improvement; Cellular
Manufacturing
Introduction
Though much attention has been given to the design of manufacturing systems, in
practice most efforts still remain empirically-based.  This is surprising given the
substantial capital investment required for new manufacturing systems.  There is basically
no consensus on the right approach to design the most efficient and the most effective
manufacturing system.  For this reason, when a company wants to become "lean" or
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3wants to increase the production and become more efficient, the company will introduce
numerous concepts developed by Toyota and others.  The problem is that companies do
not know the order in which to implement the lean changes.  In addition, the cause and
effect relationship of lean practice implementation is not well understood. The result is
that companies do not know why they are implementing certain practices.  This approach
greatly slows manufacturing improvements when lean practices are introduced on an ad-
hoc basis.  Without a fundamental understanding of key manufacturing principles,
progress towards an optimal manufacturing paradigm will be highly iterative and
subjective.
The increasing necessity for more efficient and competent manufacturing systems,
which simultaneously producing a low cost and high quality product when the customer
demands it, are the central drivers for the continual survival of manufacturing
organizations today.  Like design in any discipline, if the fundamental nature of the design
is unsound, only limited improvements can be made.  In manufacturing systems this
means that the possibility of arriving to a highly integrated and well rounded
manufacturing system is rather remote.  The goal is to make the total productivity greater
than the sum of the parts.
Overview
In this paper, axiomatic design will be used to help the authors redesign the
assembly area of a Boston Area Manufacturing Company (Company VRA).  The
sequence of implementation steps developed through application of  axiomatic design will
then be adopted as the infrastructure to create a more lean production system.  The
4methodology will then be used to improve an existing cell in another company (Company
XYZ) and will show that even though this second company (XYZ) thought they had
achieved an optimal cell design, we will see that they only performed one step of the lean
manufacturing methodology presented in this paper.  The authors will use the axiomatic
design methodology in order to improve the existing process.  This methodology will
create a better manufacturing design, which will lead to a better and highly integrated
manufacturing system.  Not only will this methodology be used to improve two
manufacturing processes, but also will show why, when and how several "practices"
described for implementing "lean" manufacturing systems should be applied.  
Key Concepts of Axiomatic Design
Axiomatic Design defines design as the creation of synthesized solutions in the
form of products, processes or systems that satisfy perceived needs through mapping
between functional requirements (FRs) and design parameters (DPs) [1].  The Functional
Requirements (FRs) represent the goals of the design or what we want to achieve.  FRs
are defined in the functional domain in order to satisfy the needs, which are defined in the
customer domain.  The Design Parameters (DPs) express how we want to satisfy the
functional requirement.  DPs are created in the physical domain to satisfy the FRs.  The
domains are shown in Figure 1.  The customer domain is where the customer needs reside.
These needs must be mapped to the functional domain where the customer needs are
translated into a set of functional requirements (FRs).  Not only will Functional
Requirements be defined for the new design, but also constraints will appear as a result of
translating customer wants to FRs.  Constraints have to be obeyed during the entire
5design process.  They refer to FRs, as well as to DPs and PVs.  This fact is indicated in
Figure 1 by placing the constraints above the functional, physical and process domain.
The FRs are then mapped to the physical domain and the DPs are mapped to the process
domain in terms of process variables (PVs).  
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Figure 1:  All designs can be represented in  four domains [1]
In most design tasks, it is necessary to decompose the problem. Figure 2 indicates
hierarchies in the functional, physical and process domain. The development of the
hierarchy will be done by zigzagging between the domains. The zigzagging takes place
between two domains. After defining the FR of the top level a design concept has to be
generated. This results in the mapping process as shown in Figure 2.  The authors believe
that for the design of manufacturing systems only the Functional and Physical Domains
are needed.
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DP = Design Parameter
DM = Design Matrix
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Figure 2:  Zigzagging between the domains to developed the hierarchy
In order for this mapping to be satisfied, two axioms must be followed [1]:
Axiom 1:  The Independence Axiom
     Maintain the Independence of the FRs
Axiom 2:  The Information Axiom
     Minimize the Information Content of the design
The FRs and DPs are described mathematically as a vector.  The Design Matrix
(DM) describes the relationship between FRs and DPs.
{FRs} = [DM]{DPs} (1)
An element in the design matrix DMij is given by
DMij
FRi
DPj
=
¶
¶
(2)
which is a constant in linear design.  In order to satisfy the Independence Axiom, [DM]
must be a diagonal or triangular matrix.  The design with a diagonal matrix is called an
uncoupled design and a design with a triangular matrix is called a decoupled design.
7Decoupled designs satisfy the Independence Axiom provided that the DPs are
implemented or set in a specific sequence.  All other designs are coupled.
The second axiom (information axiom) is defined in terms of the probability of
successfully achieving FRs or DPs.  The information is defined as:
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where p i is the probability of DPj satisfying FRi and log is either the logarithm of base 2
(with the units on bits) or the natural logarithm (with the units in nats).  Since there are n
FRs the total information content is the sum of the probabilities.  The Information Axiom
states that the design with the smallest I is the best design, since it requires the least
amount of information to achieve the functional requirements of the design.
Companies studied
Two different manufacturing plants were studied.  For the first plant, VRA, an
assembly area was redesigned in order to increase production and to meet other
requirements established by management to improve customer responsiveness and reduce
product delivery lead time.  The second company studied, which in this paper will be
referred to as XYZ, is a manufacturer of power tools.  The area studied in this company
was the machining area, specifically a cell that is producing one of the most common
products that this company manufactures.
Background of Company VRA
The first case study discussed in this paper took place at a company located in
the Boston Area between March and May 1996.  The company, which will be referred to
8as VRA, manufactures optical tables and vibration isolation equipment to be used in
precision laboratories.
The main reason for VRA to change was due to a new product that will be
launched during Fall 1996.  For this new design, VRA wanted to introduce a new very
large optical table.  This table required new machines, new equipment and space for
translating the table from one operation to the other.  Furthermore, there were some
problems in the control and design of the assembly area in the plant.
The major concerns of the managers about the existing plant were three fold:
1. unpredictable lead times
2. inconsistency in the material flow
3. inconsistency in the flow of information.  
These problems created long lead times, high inventory, quality problems and many
others.
VRA produces a wide range of product dealing with optical tables, but about
ninety percent of what is produced in this company can be divided into three major
categories:
·  Workstations
·  Individual Mounts
·  Platforms
The main and most important feature in all the products mentioned is that they
contain an automatic height control leveling system.  This leveling system is composed of
a servo valve system that feeds air from a pressurized air source or bleeds air from the
legs, so that the isolated tabletop is conveniently maintained at a preset deflection level
independent of load addition or removal.  Precision can be obtained in the range of
9± 0.015" to ± 0.0025" depending on the valve type.  The most common isolation mount or
system is composed of a valve (two types: delco and arm valves), a drop air mount, and a
regulator.  
Background of Company XYZ
Company XYZ is also located in the Boston Area.  The Company manufactures
power tools with sales of over $50 million per year with approximately 100 employees.
For one of their newest products, they were experiencing such an increase in demand that
they could not produce more products than they were selling.  Deliveries were not on
time and they started to lose customers due to this situation.  At Company XYZ, an
existing machining cell was studied and improved in order to meet customer demand.
Axiomatic Design for Process Improvement Methodology
In order to meet the concerns of management and to meet customer demand, the
goals for redesigning the assembly and machining area were the following:
1. Decrease Work In Process and Finished Goods Inventory.
2. Reduce Customer Order Lead Time.
3. Produce only what it is needed when it is needed.
STEP 1: High Level of FRs and DPs
The goals mentioned above will bring most of the benefits to this company.
Therefore, when redesigning the manufacturing system, these customer wants will lead to
the high level functional requirements for improving the assembly and machining area:
FR1:  Create a Predictable Output
FR2:  Create Continuous Flow
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FR3:  Produce what is needed, when it is needed (JIT)
The design parameters mapped by functional requirements are:
DP1:  Standardized Work
DP2:  Connect Processes with same volume requirements
DP3:  Create a Pull System
The design equation is represented as:
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where X represents a non zero element, and 0 represents a zero element.  From the matrix
above it can be seen that by starting with standardized work and then following it with a
continuous flow is not the most efficient sequence to follow.  If a process or work is
standardized and then the layout is changed to a continuous flow, the operations and
process will need to be standardized again due to this change [2].  For example VRA tried
to standardize the assembly of the valves before implementing a continuous flow.  The
result is that the operators never followed the sequence implemented by the engineering
department.  The main problem was that the engineering department designed a standard
procedure to follow; however in the assembly area there was no physical location or tools
available to follow the determined sequence.  Having this concept in mind, the most
efficient implementation sequence can be determined with the help of axiomatic design.
Rearranging the previous design matrix, we obtain the following:
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The design equations for the above matrix are:
FR2 = A11*DP2
FR1 = A21*DP1 + A22*DP2
FR3 = A31*DP1 + A32*DP2 + A33*DP3
This design matrix is called "decoupled" meaning that the matrix is triangular.  Decoupled
designs are path dependent.  In other words, to get the best results the following sequence
must be followed:
1. Connect Process with same volume requirements
2. Standardize Work with Consistent Cycle Time
3. Create a Pull System
The pull system links production between the assembly, machining and
purchasing areas. The “pull system” controls the machine start time mentioned by DP3.
These are the major areas within a manufacturing system that can be turned into a pull
type production environment.  To achieve this DP, we also need to follow a sequence in
order to improve the process.  This sequence as shown in Figure 3, is to first convert the
assembly area to a pull production, then the machining process and lastly the purchasing
or supplier leg of the production chain.
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Std. Work
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Man’s Motion Machine Motion
Prerequisites to “PULL”
Figure 3:  Sequence to follow in order to design or improve a process for Lean Production
STEP 2:  Decomposing FRs and DPs (second level)
Since the design solution can not be finalized or completed by the selected set of
DPs at the highest level, the FRs need to be decomposed further.  This decomposition is
done in parallel with the zigzagging between the FRs and DPs.
FR2 (Create Continuous Flow) is the first FR to be done in order to improve a
process, therefore it will be decomposed first to determine what the functional
requirements are for a continuous flow.  
FR2:  Create a Continuous Flow
FR21:  “Jidoka”: Separate Machine’s Work from Operator’s Work 
(Operator can use more than one machine)
FR22:  Manpower Flexibility
FR23:  Reduce Inventory between operations/machine
The same is done with FR1 and FR3:
FR1:  Create a Predictable Output
FR11:  Identify production rate
FR12:  Determine number of operators
FR13:  Determine sequence each worker will work within takt time frame
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FR3:  Create a Pull System
FR31:  Control Start Time of Machine/Cell
FR32:  Make a Consistent Quantity
By doing the zigzagging between FRs and DPs, as done on the first level, the DPs for the
second level corresponding to FR2 were identified in order to maximize independence.  
DP2:  Connect Processes with same volume requirements
DP21:  Multi-functional worker
DP22:  "U" shaped layout of machines
DP23:  Units from one operation to the next 1 by 1
FR21 captures the importance of cross training employees in a manufacturing
process.  FR21 is of considerable significance in the area of cellular manufacturing.  The
second requirement, manpower flexibility, means that in the new, redesigned area, it is
desired that the number of operators working in one product family or cell can fluctuate
depending on the demand.  This is very important in order to keep costs down, when no
more than one operator is needed (low demand).  When demand increases, operators are
added to the process.  The design parameter for the mentioned FR was chosen to be "U
shaped layout of machines" because it is the most efficient way to create flexibility not
only in the worker but also in the number of workers allocated to a cell.  One example of
this is shown in the next figure (Figure 4), where only one operator is used when the
demand is low, but when demand increases another operator can be brought to the cell in
order to meet the specified takt time (takt time = available operating hours/customer
demand).  
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Two Operators
One Operator
Figure 4:  Manpower Flexibility
The design matrix that will describe FRs referring to FR2 and DPs relating to DP2
is the following
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The design matrix at this level is also a decoupled design. As seen from the matrix, in
order to meet FR22, DP21 and DP22 need to be implemented.  This is due to the fact that
it will be a more efficient cell if the operator knows how to operate all the different
machines.  The optimum will be to train the operator before he/she goes to work on the
cell.  Not only on the new machines, but also on how to work in a cellular manufacturing
environment in which employees within a cell need to work as a team.  This is an obvious
characteristic, but most of the time a company develops a cell or improves the process,
but no training is given to the operator before working in a cell.  Training is necessary
since working in a cellular manufacturing environment is totally new for him/her.
The effective design parameters (DPs) for FR11, FR12 and FR13 are the
following:
DP11:  Determine Takt Time
DP12:  Manual Time required to produce one part divided by the takt time
DP13:  Create standardized operation routine worksheet
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The design matrix for this DPs and the respective FRs is the following:
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The figure below is an example of a standardized operation routine worksheet to
define the actions of the operator under single piece flow in a cellular manufacturing
system.  The solid horizontal  line represents the manual time of the operator (i.e. load
and unload of part to be produced).  The dotted horizontal line denotes the machining
time for the respective machines, and the solid diagonal line is the walking time that it
takes the operator to go from one machine to the other.
TIME (sec)
STEPSWORK CONTENT Man. Auto Walk
1 Act 4 Lathe 48 1460 3
2 Deburr 3 1
3 Horizontal Mill 27 75 3
4 Deburr 4 1
5 Vertical Mill 15 165 3
6 Twin Spindle Lathe I 31 134 4
7 Twin Spindle Lathe II 31 134 4
8
TOTAL 159 1968 19
15 30 45 60 75 15013512010590 195180165
Figure 5:  Standardized Operation Routine Worksheet
The next step in improving a process, stated as the last functional requirement
(“FR3: Produce what it is needed and when it is needed”) is done after a continuous flow
has been created and after the work has been standardized.  As mentioned earlier (Figure
3), in order to create a pull system (produce the right quantity at the right time) across the
manufacturing plant, first the assembly needs to be converted into a "pull assembly".
Once done, the machining area and the purchasing department are converted.  The first
Cell Production
Cycle Time
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two steps affect only internal operations but the last will involve the suppliers in order to
integrate their production in synchronization with the customer plant.  This is sometimes
called supply chain management.  Before performing the pull system within an area the
other two functional requirements (FR1: Create a Predictable Output and FR2: Create a
Continuous Flow) need to be done first.  In other words, when rearranging an assembly
area the steps will be 1.continuous flow, 2.standardized work and 3.pull assembly
(produce right quantity at the right time).  When moving on to the machining area, the
same three steps will be performed, except that the last step will be “pull machining”.
Effective DPs to implement FR31 and FR32 may be selected as
DP31:  Time of Kanban Card Arrival
DP32:  Kanban Quantity
The design matrix is uncoupled as shown:
FR31
FR32
X 0
0 X
DP31
DP32
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This design matrix illustrates uncoupled design that autonomously controls the
parameters of production time and quantity in manufacturing systems.  Figure 6
represents the three different types of cards to implement the pull production system
supply chain.
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Machining Cell
Assembly Cell
OUT
OUT
IN
IN
SUPPLIER
Withdrawal Card (Supplier Move)
CardProduction Ordering Card
Withdrawal Card (Internal Move)
Figure 6:  Production Controller Cards to be used in the Floor
Step 3:Decomposing second level to third and fourth levels of FRs and DPs
FR13 defines the work sequence each worker is required to follow, subject to
constraint in cost.  This constraint means that manufacturing cells no longer tie one
operator to one machine.  In other words, cost is controlled by most effectively allocating
the proper number of workers per area.  This allocation enables developed countries with
higher labor costs to remain competitive in the world market place.  The only way this
can be done is through the improvement of existing operations in order to eliminate all the
non-value added operations.   With this design objective in mind, FR13 is decomposed
further.  The functional requirement under FR13 is
FR131:  Reduction of Man-hours
and the respective DP will be
DP131:  Improve Operations
This FR needs to be decomposed even further in order to find out what the
necessary procedures are to be able to reduce man-hours in the company.
FR131:  Reduce Manual Operation Time
FR132:  Reduce Worker’s Movement [3]
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FR133:  Reduce Machine Cycle Time
It may seem that FR131 and FR132 are the same, but a distinction needs to be made
between each FR, in order to improve the operations or process.  
FR131, "Reduce Manual Operation Time" is capturing all those operations that
even though there is no added value to them, they must be done under the prevailing
working conditions [4].  Some examples of this situation include walking to another
location to retrieve parts, or walking to another room to get the necessary tools [5].  
FR132 refers to unnecessary operations which can be eliminated.  For example,
transporting the final product to a place other than the final destination, having to walk
around from table to table or from machine to machine in order to find a spot to work in
order to produce a part, stockpiling intermediate products, changing hands to pick up
parts, etc.  This FR establishes the connection to the field of ergonomics and workplace
organization.
FR133 applies to machine design for manufacturing systems.  The machine design
DPs are:
DP131:  Eliminate operations without added value
DP132:  Eliminate wasted movement
DP133:  Eliminate non value added machining time
The design matrix is uncoupled as shown:
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The elimination of operator's movement can also be decomposed even further to
determine two types of movements that are important to be analyzed.  These two FRs
are:
FR1321:  Reduce Walking time
FR1322:  Reduce Material Handling Time
The desired design parameters that satisfy FR1321 and FR1322 are the following:
DP1321:  Move Machines/Stations Closer
DP1322:  Place Material to be used at Point of Use
These types of improvements, in which wasted movements and non value added
work is eliminated and a better ergonomic design is achieved is referred to by Toyota as
“Kaizen events” [6].  The goal is not to fire or lay off anybody, but to decrease the
production cost through the elimination of non-value added time and waste.
In order to determine when to start production within a cell or assembly area, we
need some type of triggering system that allows the operator to produce the needed parts.
In order to determine the required system, FR31 "Control Start Time of Machine/Cell", is
decomposed to a lower level.
FR311:  Authorize the production of a standard container of parts
FR312:  Authorize preceding cell to replenish demanding cell
FR313:  Authorize supplier’s cell to replenish customer plant’s cell
The respective design parameters are the following :
DP31:  Production Card
DP32:  Internal Move Card
DP33:  Supplier Card
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The FRs and DPs developed in this paper for designing manufacturing systems
process improvement are summarized in Table 2. FRs and DPs are indented every time a
design decomposition occurs to show the decomposition to lower levels of functional
requirements and design parameters.
Functional Requirements Design Parameters
FR11 FR12
FR131
FR1321 FR1322
FR132 FR133
FR13
FR1
FR21 FR22 FR23
FR2
FR311 FR312 FR313
FR31 FR32
FR3
    
DP11 DP12
DP131
DP1321 DP1322
DP132 DP133
DP13
DP1
DP21 DP22 DP23
DP2
DP311 DP312 DP313
DP31 DP32
DP3
Figure 7:  Tree diagram for FRs and DPs
FR1 Create a Predictable Output DP1 Standardize Work
   FR11 Identify production rate    DP11 Determine Takt Time
   FR12 Determine number of operators    DP12 Manual time/Takt Time
   FR13 Determine sequence each worker will work
within Takt Time
   DP13 Create standardized
operation routine worksheet
         FR131 Reduce Manual Operation Time          DP1311 Eliminate operations
without added value
         FR132 Reduce Worker's Movement          DP1312 Eliminate wasted
movement
         FR133 Reduce Machining Cycle Time          DP1313 Eliminate "non value
added machining time"
            FR1321 Reduce Walking Time
DP13121
Move machines/stations
closer
            FR1322 Reduce Material Handling Time
DP13122
Place material at point of
use
FR2 Create Continuous Flow DP2 Connect processes with
same volume requirements
   FR21 “Jidoka” Separate Machine’s Work from
Operator’s Work
   DP21 Multi-functional worker
   FR22 Manpower Flexibility    DP22 "U" shaped layout
   FR23 Reduce Inventory between
Operations/Machine
   DP23 Units from one operation to
the next one 1 by 1
FR3 Produce what it is needed and when it is
needed
DP3 Pull System
   FR31 Control Start Time of Machine/Cell    DP31 Kanban Delivery
   FR32 Make Consistent Quantity    DP32 Kanban Quantity
      FR311 Authorize Production of a standard container       DP311 Production Ordering Card
      FR312 Authorize preceding cell to replenish
demanding cell
      DP312 Withdrawal Card (Internal
Move Card)
      FR313 Authorize supplier’s cell to replenish customer
plant’s cell
      DP313 Withdrawal Card (Supplier
Move Card)
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Table 2:  Summary of FRs and DPs used to create the process improvement methodology
Case Study Performed at Company VRA and Company XYZ
Original Configuration of VRA
The assembly area was the first to undergo redesign in this company in order to
create a better production system.  Before improvement, the assembly area consisted of
1920 square feet.  Ninety percent of the parts assembled consisted of valves, regulators,
and airmounts.  In the final step, the component parts are assembled into an optical table
to create the isolator system designed by VRA.  Figure 8 (layout)  shows the original
layout of the entire factory floor.  
Figure 8:  Layout of Company A assembly area before improvements
Before anything was accomplished, the authors executed a process and information
analysis for all the high volume parts in order to create information and production flows
within the assembly area.  All the steps in order to create an assembled part were
recorded.  An example of the data obtained for assembling six valves is shown in Table 3.
We can see from the table that more than 60% was recognized as non-value added (only
the last three steps are shown in this table).  
Step Operation Non-value 1 2 3 4 5 6
Element added time
47 Walk/look around for valve's 240
notebook and engraver
machine
22
48 Write down in notebook part # 95
and valve #
49 Engrave part # & valve # 38 29 32 32 29 30
Total of non value added time 1970 sec. or 33 min
Total time in sec. for each
valve
582 482 1191 429 408 606
Total Non-Value added time/Total Value added time
:
65 %
Table 3:  Process Analysis on the assembly if six level valves
The steps and operator’s motions are shown in Figure 9.
Shelves Leak Test
Area
Assembly Bench for
small components
Stock
Room
Assembly Bench for
small components Assembly Bench forsmall components
1,1625,7,11,13,
15,19,20
5,7
4,8,12
18
3,8
6,9,14,17
10
12 (MS)
Figure 9:  Traditional Flow for assembling level valves at VRA
The same study was done with the regulators, level arms and delco valve
assemblies.
Original Configuration of Company XYZ
In the original cell design, the fixturing was designed so that the machine cycle time
was balanced by increasing or decreasing the number of parts made at the same time by
each machine.  In other words, the objective function in this company was to design the
Cycle Time as a function of the part numbers in each machine.  
CT =  F(  i Pi ) (5)
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where Pi is the number of parts in the machines.  They thought was that by maximizing
machine utilization the performance of the manufacturing system would increase.  To
maximize machine utilization, the operator were made to follow a series of "13 non-
sequential" steps in order to produce 8 parts as a result of the 13 steps.  The best way to
describe this design is by representing the 13 steps in the next figure (Figure 10)
Horizontal
Mill
Lathe
 Vertical
  Mill
Twin Spindle Lathe
       1               2
B
a
r
S
t
o
c
k
Machine 1
Machine 4
Machine 3
Machine 2
Sequence: 4,1,3,4,2,4,4,4,3,4,2,4,4
4 parts/load
4 parts/load
1 part/load
2 operations
8 parts/bar load
Figure 10:  (13) Non-sequential steps to produce 8 parts
The original design did not meet the required production of 400 parts/day.  This
new design was planned to produced 384 parts/day; however they were only able to
produce 310 parts/day.
Basically what was done at this company was 1) to find “the constraint”, which
in this case they selected to be the “bottleneck machine”, then 2) schedule the production
around the constraint or bottleneck machine[7].
This company accepted the improvements suggested by this design, but did not
realize that the production problem was not solved.  What was done at this company by
developing a design to optimize the bottleneck resulted in hiding the problems (in terms
of machine and operator’s motion) by increasing the batch size.  The ultimate
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improvement that was recommended to achieve the target production was to buy new
equipment.
Results from Company VRA and Company XYZ
By following the steps or methodology described previously and developed with
the help of axiomatic design, the authors were able to perform improvements in two
companies.  Not too many details will be given in order to illustrate the main points of
axiomatic design application to manufacturing systems design.  The first company to be
discussed will be VRA, in which the assembly area was completely redesigned.  The
second company, Company XYZ, will be discussed afterwards.
Company VRA
Some of the results created by redesigning the assembly area are the following:
1. Elimination of the Stock Room
2. Cycle Time of parts in assembly decrease by more than 50 %
3. Work In Process inventories reduced by more than 60 %
4. Space Reduction by more than 40%
5. Better quality of final product
An example of the new valve assembly process is show in Figure 11.  This can be
compared with the traditional or original flow, which is represented in Figure 9.  
Part/Operator Flow
Part Out
1
2
3
4
6
5
7
8
Figure 11:  Level Valve Continuous Flow
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The production controller system, like the one shown in Figure 6 has been implemented,
but it will not work perfectly until the machining area is converted to a better system by
following the same design sequence developed for the assembly area.  The next step in
this company will be to convert the machining area to a cellular manufacturing
environment.
Company XYZ
The second company that was studied, was basically analyzed with the same
concept as before.  The primary result is that the problems for not meeting demand were
identified and solved.  A production rate of 400 parts per day was achieved; therefore the
customer demand will be met.
The first step taken in the improvement of the current process, was to analyze the
current production and become familiar with the product.  After this, the guidelines
developed with the use of axiomatic design were applied.  
In this cell the operator knew how to use every machine, and the machines were
arranged in a "U" shaped layout.  Initially, these two aspects were basically the only two
steps done from the guidelines developed in previous sections.  In order to improve the
process, the authors followed the methodology developed with the help of axiomatic
design.  By decomposing to the lowest possible level, the root cause of the problem was
found and the operations were improved.  The production rate of 400 parts per day was
achieved.  No major redesign of machines was done and even a manual horizontal machine
could replace a CNC horizontal machine (Machine 2 in Figure 10).  The CNC machine can
be moved to another cell that really needs the capabilities and flexibility of the existing
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CNC machine.  Single piece flow was implemented causing a drastic reduction in work-in-
process inventory (more than 80%).  
Since one piece flow was implemented and machines were improved, the operator
will follow the sequence of the machines (1,2,3,4 and back to 1).  The machines are setup
in order to follow the process of the part.  The new operator sequence is shown in the
next figure (Figure 12):  
Machine 4
Twin Spindle Lathe
             1
2
Horizontal
Mill
Lathe
 Vertical
  Mill
Machine 1
Machine 3
Machine 2
OUT
B
a
r
S
t
o
c
k
IN
Figure 9:  Sequence Operator will follow to produce parts
In order to accomplish FR1313, which is reduction of machining cycle time, an
extensive analysis of the machines needs to be performed.  .When studying the bottleneck
machine (Machine 3), it could be seen that there was coupling between the fixture that
holds the part and the tool changing motion.  The reason it is taking so long for this
machine to change a tool is that the working bed has to move to the starting position
(outside the working area) when the machine changes a tool.  By looking at the dotted
lines in Figure 13, it can be seen that if the working bed does not move out of the working
area, the tool will contact the fixture and the parts on the fixture, causing the tool, the
part, and the fixture to be damaged.  
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Fixture
Tool Holder
 H1
 H2 12
 3
Sequence of Motions:
1. Move bed out
2. Change tool
3. Move bed in
Next Tool to be used
H1
H2
Side View of Machine 3
Figure 13:  Tool Change Motion of Machine 3
By redesigning the fixture, the cycle time on this machine was reduced by more
than 30 seconds.  Other cost-effective design improvements were made in order to meet
the customer demand.  
Conclusions
This paper provides a design methodology for lean production which connects
manufacturing system design objectives to operation design parameters.  It also focuses
the design of operations by eliminating non value added time or waste.
By analyzing the requirements of internal and external customers within a
company, a manufacturing system design methodology is proposed.  In this paper, the
methodology was used to design an assembly area and to improve a machining cell at two
different companies.  The design of new and existing manufacturing processes is analyzed
by design axioms and improved by decoupling processes.  These guidelines not only are
used to improve an existing process or design a new process, but also will show why,
when and how, several practices described for “lean” manufacturing systems need to be
applied.
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For future work, the authors will redefine and extend the current approach, so that
a comprehensive design structure that treats all design elements results.  This type of
methodology will be extended to treat, in general, other large systems [8]
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